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Media teams need to continuously improve and efficiently manage all the phases of the 
content lifecycle, including acquisition, production, enrichment, editing, and curation, as well 
as packaging and distribution - all within constraints of time and budget. Technical operations 
need to service these media teams with platforms that efficiently merge various media and 
metadata layers, expertly manage access rights and privileges, and provide seamless third-
party integrations thanks to an open IT architecture. 

Dalet provides the platform to give your media teams all the power they need at their fingertips, 
and the professional services to return the best value from the investment and assist with 
your technical and organisational transformation.

solution
STREAMLINE YOUR 
MEDIA OPERATIONS
Powered by Dalet Galaxy five, designed for your workflow. UNIVERSAL METADATA CAPABILITIES & AI

Benefit from a future-proof platform with open and advanced data models, the 
foundational framework for the implementation of new technologies such as 
cognitive services. Search your content catalog and archives quickly and efficiently 
with Dalet’s customized and contextual metadata forms and powerful index tools. 

Key highlights include the support of automatically generated, human-authored, and 
geo-location metadata; integration with AI and auto-analysis services (speech to 
text, facial recognition, etc.); and complex digital rights management.

NEWS & RADIO PRODUCTION + DISTRIBUTION CAPABILITIES
A powerful, end-to-end production, automation and distribution solution. Empower 
your editors and producers with intuitive tools for creating compelling multimedia 
stories and newscasts right on their desktops and mobile devices while on the go. 

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE & ACTIONABLE DATA 

A well-structured MAM back-end tightly combined with workflow orchestration is the 
only way to enable data-driven media operations. Consolidating and aggregating this 
data into actionable insights is key to develop BI capabilities and improve over time.

WORLD CLASS SECURITY
Dalet has achieved ISO/SEC 27001:2013 information security management 
certification, validating the company’s commitment to incorporating the highest level 
of security practices across Dalet internal development processes, its product line 
and its practices.
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KEY  
  HIGHLIGHTS

CENTRAL INGEST, SCHEDULING 
& RECORDING 

With the advanced ingest & 
playout capabilities of Dalet, 
media organizations can manage 
simultaneous and synchronized 
ingest of multiple camera feeds. 
Dalet Galaxy also provides a 
powerful scheduling tool for 
automated ingest.

POWERFUL LOGGING 
& TRANSCRIPTION

Operators log content from all 
camera angles using Dalet Events 
Logger, which is fully customizable. 
Content can be transcribed by 
operators using stenography 
methods or speech-to-text services 
to generate live captions. Dalet 
WebSpace users can later use 
the logs to search content and 
tags, select shots and create EDLs 
using Dalet OneCut for content 
production.

AUTOMATED DISTRIBUTION 
& PLAYOUT

All media assets, including archived 
material, are immediately available, 
allowing you to create the content 
once then use and distribute it 
across many platforms. Flexible 
metadata schemes facilitate the 
assembly of tailored packages, while 
the powerful Dalet Workflow Engine 
automates transcoding & delivery. 
Dalet OnAir automates playout with 
graphics generated by Dalet Cube.

CLOUD-READY, FUTURE-PROOF FRAMEWORK
Exploit new business and technological possibilities brought about through the 
advancement of cloud, virtualization, dynamic scalability and hybrid on-/off-premise 
deployments. Dalet solutions are based on agile frameworks that are designed from 
the ground up to leverage public, private or hybrid cloud infrastructure.
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KEY  
  BENEFITS

POWERFUL WORKFLOW ORCHESTRATION 
Streamlines user tasks and back-office 
media processes; bring full visibility to your 
operations

FEDERATED DATA MODEL 
Leverage object metadata and their 
relationships to drive workflow 
orchestration

CONTENT MANAGEMENT
Connects your content to opportunities

MATURE PLATFORM 
Ensures on-time delivery

AGILE SOLUTION 
Designed for continuous adaptation

ADVANCED COLLABORATION 
Across teams and locations all the way to 
the field

ABOUT DALET
Dalet solutions and services enable media organizations to create, manage and distribute 
content faster and more efficiently, fully maximizing the value of assets. Based on an agile foun-
dation, Dalet solutions offer rich collaborative tools to power end-to-end workflows for news, 
sports, program preparation, post-production, archives, radio, education, governments and 
institutions. Dalet platforms are scalable and modular. They offer targeted applications with key 
capabilities to address critical functions of small to large media operations - such as planning & 
workflow orchestration, ingest & cataloguing, editing, chat & notifications, transcoding, play out 
automation, multi-platform distribution and analytics.

https://www.linkedin.com/company/dalet-digital-media-systems/
https://twitter.com/DaletTechnology
https://www.facebook.com/DaletDigitalMediaSystems/
https://www.youtube.com/user/DaletDMS/videos

